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Flow-induced vibration (FIV) of bluff body structures is a classical bidirectional flow–structure interaction problem, which is

linked to various fluid dynamics phenomena (e.g., boundary-layer separation, vortex formation and shedding,

hydrodynamic loading on the structures) as well as structure vibrations.
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1. Fundamental Concepts and Background of FIV

Flow-induced vibration refers to the alternating motion of a structure due to the aerodynamic force exerted by a moving

fluid over the body surface. The flow regime that results is significantly affected by this structural motion—in consequence,

flow-induced vibration (FIV) is a classical bidirectional fluid–structure interaction (FSI) problem.

In 1977, Blevins  first coined the term “FIV” and classified FIV mechanisms according to steady and unsteady flow

conditions. In a steady flow, the interaction of the fluid and structure always has a fixed pattern which is predictable. On

the other hand, an unsteady FSI can involve either random patterns dominated by transient forces (e.g., turbulence and

sudden changes of the flow), or very regular patterns generated by a known excitation (e.g., forced vibration). Nakamura

et al.  further identified two-phase flow where the changes of flow momentum and pressure over time are the major

causes of the structural vibration. Among these flow regimes, the two-way interactive impact of fluid and structure in a

steady single-phase flow is the most common case investigated, where the mechanisms responsible for FIV can be

further classified into two general categories based on the source of the unsteady forces (viz., resonance-type and

instability-type) .

The resonance-type structural oscillation is essentially a kind of forced vibration, which is typically driven by external

oscillatory forces arising from multiple sources, such as vortex shedding behind the structure (VIV) and vibrations in the

incoming (incident) flow (buffeting). When the fluctuation frequency of external excitation is very close to the natural

frequency of the structure, a resonance response may occur resulting in a much larger amplitude in the oscillations. By

comparison, if some initial unsteady flow-induced forces are applied to the body to make it move first, the moving body will

induce a periodically hydrodynamic force on itself. The motion-induced force and oscillating system mutually reinforce

each other until a dynamic equilibrium is reached—a phenomenon that is referred to as an instability-type oscillation. In

other words, the structure undergoing an instability response requires an initial small disturbance to begin the motion and

then this motion is gradually converted to significant periodic oscillations autonomously—this is similar to a self-excited

motion with no upper limit in the amplitude of vibration. These representative instabilities include galloping and flutter .

These four common forms of FIV will be explained in detail below.

2. Vortex-Induced Vibration

As a resonance-type response, the well-known vortex-induced vibration is generated by unsteady aerodynamic forces

exerted by the fluid on an immersed structure. When a viscous flow passes over an elastically-supported rigid body, a

boundary layer forms and then separates from near the rear of the body. This action results in vortex shedding from either

side of the body producing a von Kármán vortex street in the wake. This alternate vortex shedding from the back of the

body causes an asymmetric pressure distribution on body surface giving rise to the fluid forces responsible for VIV of the

bluff body .

“Lock-in” or synchronization occurs when the vortex-shedding frequency fvs is approximately equal to the structural

natural frequency fn. This results in a resonant oscillation of the body that is characterized by a larger but, nevertheless,

limited vibration amplitude. The phenomenon of lock-in occurs for a certain range of inflow (incident) wind speeds (cf. left

panel of Figure 1). From these considerations, VIV is an inherently self-governed, self-regulated, and self-limiting

phenomenon which can occur in one- or multi-degree-of-freedom dynamical systems. In addition to the “lock-in”
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phenomenon, VIV also exhibits various forms of stronger non-linear oscillatory behavior. These include resonance delay

(where the amplitude of vibration reaches its maximum at a velocity greater than the resonance velocity UR≡fnD/St where

St is the Strouhal number and D is a characteristic length of the structure), hysteresis (producing different amplitude

responses as the flow speed is increased or decreased), and a multi-valued response (where a given fixed velocity can

result in multiple values for the vibration amplitude) .

Figure 1. Comparison of amplitude-velocity and frequency-velocity of FIV phenomenon: VIV (left); instability like galloping

and flutter (middle); and, wake galloping (right).

The dynamical characteristics of lock-in makes VIV an ideal choice for fluid energy harvesting. More specifically, a VIV-

based energy converter exhibits a better power performance and a higher energy efficiency when the incoming (incident)

wind speed lies in the synchronization range .

3. Buffeting

Buffeting is also a resonance-type response, but the resonance results from a fluctuating incoming (incident) flow rather

than from a vortex-related instability as in the “lock-in” phenomenon. As an example, the fluctuations in the incident flow

can arise from the natural atmospheric turbulence as is commonly observed in long-span bridges  or from the oscillating

wake generated by structures upstream of a bluff body as in multi-body system—this phenomenon is also referred to as

wake galloping  (cf. right panel of Figure 1). Investigations undertaken with regard to bridge structures and aeronautics

have shown that a buffeting response may occur even at low wind speeds, accompanied by a smaller oscillation

amplitude and a wider frequency range than that obtained from VIV .

These characteristics suggest that buffeting can be utilized to harness fluid energy in a multi-body design and the power

performance from such a design is expected be strongly dependent on the precise layout (arrangement) of the various

oscillating bodies.

4. Galloping

As a representative instability response, a body subjected to galloping will first undergo a very small oscillatory motion

induced by an initial perturbation. These motions result subsequently in significant oscillations once a critical incident flow

velocity is exceeded (cf. middle panel of Figure 1). Galloping can occur in the transverse direction for an elastically-

mounted body or in torsion for an hinged body. Torsional galloping is a much more complex phenomenon in terms of the

angle of attack, the angular displacement and velocity, the phase difference and other complex dynamics involving

rotational motion. It is noted that torsional galloping is not as common as transverse galloping in the context of actual

engineering applications . In consequence, only transverse galloping will be discussed in these contents—for simplicity,

transverse galloping will be referred to as galloping hereafter.

After the onset of galloping, the vibration amplitude will increase monotonically with the increasing flow velocity and will

not come to rest again even at very large flow velocities. This is the most distinct difference between instability and

resonance. Galloping is associated with a much lower vibration frequency than that of vortex shedding. The

characteristics of a monotonically increasing amplitude with increasing flow velocity amplitude and a frequency that is not

determined by any form of lock-in is what fundamentally distinguishes a galloping (or instability) phenomenon from a

resonance (VIV) phenomenon.

In general, galloping is considered to have a greater energy potential in terms of energy harvesting than VIV owing to its

much larger vibration amplitudes and extended range of wind speeds for which galloping occurs, once the critical velocity

for onset is exceeded. Moreover, galloping occurs only for cylinders with specific cross-sectional shapes (e.g., square,

rectangular, D-section) or for cylinder–appendage systems (e.g., cylinder with an attached splitter plate)—indeed,
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galloping does not occur for flow past a circular cylinder. As a consequence, an energy converter utilizing galloping will

require a special geometrical design in order to allow the occurrence of galloping or of the interaction of VIV and galloping.

5. Flutter

Flutter is also a typical non-self-limited and self-sustained fluid instability usually applicable to dynamical systems

involving two or more degree of freedoms. This phenomenon is closely related to the coupling of resonant bending and

torsion deformation of a body, and has some common features with galloping.

Figure 1 compares the oscillation characteristics of VIV, galloping, flutter, and wake galloping in terms of the amplitude

and frequency response. As shown, all of these oscillatory phenomena have a threshold flow speed for onset—the wind

speed for VIV onset is lower than that for galloping and flutter. Only VIV exhibits a lock-in of frequency and a limited

displacement—the other forms of flow-induced vibration are non-self-limiting with respect to the oscillation amplitude and

are associated with a frequency lower than the natural structural frequency. As discussed previously, FIV exhibits a

complex taxonomy—each category in the classification corresponds to a different generating mechanism and is

associated with different response modes. Furthermore, the vibration of a given bluff body can exhibit a number of

different resonances and/or instabilities .
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